
A CHEST FROM COLCHESTER

This tall early 19th century (fig 3) mahogany bow 
fronted chest of drawers made by Timothy Walford and 
Son and labelled (fig 4) on the inside bottom of the top 
right hand drawer, appeared in a sale at Christie's 
South Kensington on 25th August 1993, lot 380. Its 
dimensions were 42 ins. wide, 23 ins. deep, 43.5 ins. 
high, and it remained in good original condition, 
including the brass knobs of shallow drum form. These, 
along with the inner cockbeading which formed panels 
on the graduated drawer fronts, and the outstanding 
reeded front corners, carved with long leaf capitals and 
ending in turned tapered feet, were the most distinctive 
features. Inside, the drawers were lined in typical soft, 
light mahogany with the drawer fronts and backs in 
yellowish pine with a pinky-red wash. The side edges 
were finished with quadrant mouldings and the long 
drawers fitted with flat central muntin supports with 
rounded edges. The vertical back boards were bevelled 
along their length to form mitre joints with one another. 
Some of the drawers had vague pencil inscriptions on 
the backs, including a totalling of figures on one.

Colchester was clearly a centre of considerable furniture 
making activity in th 18th and early 19th centuries. A 
trawl through the Dictionary of English Furniture 
Makers (1660-1840) gives the names of nearly sixty 
different firms who worked there, of which some 38 
were active in the Regency and William IV period, nine 
of them specifically chairmakers and four carvers and 
gilders. Waifords seem to have been one of the larger 
firms in the town, with utensils and stock valued at £600 
in 1777. It is recorded between 1768 and 1834, a period 
of 66 years, which implies two or more generations with 
the same name.

Sometimes labels can be an aid to the secure dating of a 
piece of furniture, when, because of provincial 
conservatism, features of style alone may not be
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enough. In this case it is uncertain when the business moved to 
Head Street from the High Street where it was in the late 18th 
century, or when the son Timothy joined his father, although 
his marriage is recorded in 1809. A circular centre support table 
in Colchester Museum is labelled with a Head Street address 
but without mention of '& Son'. However it is clear that in 1822 
the business was styled 'T Walford & Son' and the following 
year 'Timothy Walford Jnr.', thus giving a likely end date for 
the making of this interesting chest.

Christopher Claxton Stevens
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